Cool Control 2.5 l

Perfect trend specialities
in the workplace
Coffee creations with milk and milk foam are hugely popular. For
perfect results, they need milk that is chilled to 4 °C. The Cool Control
with its dishwasher-safe stainless steel milk container is really easy
to fill and keeps the milk at the ideal temperature for the whole day.
Thanks to its large holding capacity of 2.5 l and locking mechanism
included as standard, the cooler is ideally suited to the requirements
of any professional setting.

Technical data
Holding capacity stainless steel container

2.5 l

Cable length

approx. 3.3 m

Weight

approx. 3.4 kg

Dimensions (W × H × D)

15 × 23.4 × 31.9 cm

Article number

24065

Optional accessory
Wireless Transmitter

24031
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Ideal use of space
The slim and elegant design of the Cool Control allows it to be used
in locations where space is limited. The milk cooler’s elongated shape
means it can easily be fitted into small kitchens and break rooms.
This means that trend specialities with milk and light, frothy milk
foam can also be enjoyed in the workplace.

Elegant design
The Cool Control reflects the classic JURA look. Premium materials,
a cover made of high-quality 1.5 mm thick stainless steel and elegant
ventilation slots accentuate the Cool Control’s design. With its clean,
minimalist lines, the Cool Control 2.5 l harmonises with any JURA
coffee machine from the X and GIGA X lines.

Maximum convenience
The Cool Control is easy to operate and offers maximum convenience.
Milk can be added quickly and easily without needing to remove the
milk container. The digital temperature display and precisely fitting
cover ensure easy handling. The integrated Peltier cooling element
ensures that the milk is kept at a temperature of 4 °C, providing the
optimum conditions for perfect speciality coffees with milk. Furthermore, the stainless steel milk container, handle, metal tube and
adapter can be washed in the dishwasher, making daily cleaning a
breeze.

The perfect accessory for automatic coffee machines
in the workplace
The 2.5 l holding capacity of the stainless steel milk container enables
a significant number of preparations of speciality coffees with milk.
The wireless* communication between the Cool Control and the
automatic coffee machine and the integrated level indicator ensure
that the user is always reminded when the cooler needs to be topped
up with milk. It also comes with a locking mechanism to protect it
from manipulation. The Cool Control is therefore the perfect addition
to professional units in the X and GIGA X lines from JURA.
* By

using the Wireless Transmitter (available as an option)
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